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Reference Books Bulletin, 1994-1995
X Window System Administrator's Guide
Updated for Windows 95, this book describes the tools that Windows 95 Internet explorers use to get the most out of the
Internet. The best source of information about the World Wide Web, Microsoft Internet Explorer, and Netscape, the book
provides thorough coverage of Windows 95 Internet features plus an understanding of how to get and use popular free
software for the Internet. Includes a resource index covering important resources ranging from a virtual online university to
travel tips.

Information Technology Digest
IT Architect: Foundation in the Art of Infrastructure Design: A Practical Guide for IT Architects
You held off on moving to Mac OS X until your bread-and-butter applications made the jump, and now you' re thinking of
moving up to Tiger. This book is especially geared toward designers who' ve become comfortable working under Mac OS X
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and are ready now to make the Tiger transition. Designer and prepress pro Jeff Gamet focuses on the Mac OS X Tiger
features that matter most to illustrators, designers, and other graphic professionals. He explains not only how things work
in Mac OS X Tiger, but how Tiger enables users to work efficiently and effectively. In chapters devoted to fonts, printing,
PDF, color management, networking, the Mac' s built-in design tools, and much more, readers will learn how to: * Solve the
nitty-gritty issues designers confront daily * Improve production workflow and avoid common problems * Optimize,
maintain, and secure your network, whether you work in a complex office environment or a small graphics studio

Netware Login Scripts
The first book in the IT Architect series helps aspiring & experienced IT infrastructure architects/administrators, and those
pursuing infrastructure design certifications, establish a solid foundation in the art of infrastructure design. The three autho

Davenport's Art Reference & Price Guide
Dictionary Catalog of the Art and Architecture Division
A near comprehensive guide to remotely-available OPACs so that researchers can locate information.

The Book of Mormon
This PC-based resource explains how to access all the services and features of the Internet for academic, commercial, and
personal use, and includes a wealth of previously unpublished information

American Bookseller
The Publishers Weekly
Student's Guide to the Internet
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Zen and the Art of the Internet
Carpenter's Complete Guide to the SAS Macro Language, Third Edition
Tutorials and self-study make this guide the essential deskmate for future NetWare engineers studying for Novell's
certification course on the NetWare administration, which is becoming required training for all future LAN administrators.

Informationweek
Arranged by broad subject and indexed by narrow subject, by format and by title, this annual publication offers an overview
of the reference materials published during 1994.

PC/Computing
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and high school students.

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Mac OS X
This book is the first and only book devoted to the issues of system administration for X and X-based networks, written not
just for UNIX system administrators but for anyone faced with the job of administering X (including those running X on standalone workstations).

The World Book Encyclopedia
The Dictionary of Art
NetWare Training Guide
A guide to Mac computing essentials showcases the updated features of OS X, covering installationg, integration,
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applications, networking, and troubleshooting.

The Essential Internet Information Guide
The Wisdom of Crowds
Network Applications
An essential handbook for anyone who faces the task of installing a Novell 4.X network. Start-to-finish coverage guides you
at every step, with complete treatment of network performance, maintenance, automation, and security issues. Includes an
extensive utilities and command reference and special instructions for upgrading to 4.1. (Communications/Networking)

PC World
Providing both a compendium of reusable and adaptable code, and opportunities for deepening your understanding and
growing as a SAS programmer, this pragmatic, example-driven reference offers nearly 400 ready-to-use macros, macro
functions, and macro tools that enable you to convert SAS code to macros, define macro variables, and more. --

Applications of State-of-the-art Data Ingestion and Display Systems for Teaching and
Research
NetWare training guide
The Homesteader's Guide to the Internet Frontier
Small Press
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United States Official Postal Guide
A guide in the form of tutorials and self-study tests, enabling experienced NetWare engineers to pass the certification test
required to update to NetWare 4, which is becoming the network operating system of choice for Large Local Area Networks.
Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

UNIX Review
The OpenVMS User's Guide
Designer's Guide to MAC OS X Tiger
A guide for accomplished to advanced users describes how to use and customize the Web browser

CNE Training Guide
Tutorials and self-study tests make this guide the essential deskmate for future Certified NetWare Administrators and
Certified Novell Engineers! -- Includes information on the latest revisions to tag tests -- Contains hundreds of test questions
and tutorials -- Organized with an easy-to-use approach

The Dictionary of Art: Egypt, ancient, XI to Ferrant
The Whole Internet for Windows 95
Author Gil Held shows how to use NetWare Login Scipts to its considerable potential to eliminate repetitive computing tasks
that are time-consuming and boring. Easy-to-follow instructions guide users and administrators through techniques that can
replace expensive utilities, writing simple scripts for everyday functions like customizing menus, automating backup,
televaulting, and more.
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Reference Books Bulletin
Using Netscape 3
UNIX System V Release 4 System Administrator's Guide
Brigid Lucy tries to be good but it doesn't always work—this could be because of the invisible imp hiding in her hair Brigid
Lucy, or "Biddy," is excited when she spots a real-life princess tower from the window of the train. So is the invisible imp
that lives in her hair—it is going to lead to all sorts of trouble! Her mom says the tower is a cathedral, but what do grownups know? When Biddy and the imp investigate further, they discover that Princess Rapunzel is trapped inside the tower.
Can Biddy save the day? This delightful chapter book focuses on what makes us do the naughty things we do.

The Official Railway Guide
Completely updated and revised, The OpenVMS User's Guide continues to be the prime resource for new and non-technical
users on how to use OpenVMS and customize it to their working environment. For more proficient users, the book serves as
a quick look-up reference. The book begins with an introduction to the OpenVMS operating system and its built-in functions,
and then provides a thorough explanation of OpenVMS files and directories, use of DCL, and how to edit files using EVE and
EDT. It also discusses how to create command procedures and the Mail and Phone utilities. New to this edition are
additional insights into application development and sending e-mail to remote notes via the Internet, remote logins and file
transfers. Each chapter is liberally sprinkled with learning aids including summaries and tables of commands, exercises, and
review quizzes. Completely covers the OpenVMS operating system - from logging in to creating command procedures, with
thorough discussions of files and directories Covers both EVE and EDT editors in detail Shows how to customize your
working environment

The Complete Guide to NetWare 4.1
Writers are perfecting their understanding of the myriad beginners aspiring to Net access. Kehoe presents a friendly
introduction to the monster system that has the (deserved) reputation "savage interface."

OPAC Directory 1998
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In this fascinating book, New Yorker business columnist James Surowiecki explores a deceptively simple idea: Large groups
of people are smarter than an elite few, no matter how brilliant—better at solving problems, fostering innovation, coming to
wise decisions, even predicting the future. With boundless erudition and in delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki ranges
across fields as diverse as popular culture, psychology, ant biology, behavioral economics, artificial intelligence, military
history, and politics to show how this simple idea offers important lessons for how we live our lives, select our leaders, run
our companies, and think about our world.
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